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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we develop an efficient scheme for the cal-
culation of derivatives within the context of Radial Ba-
sis Function Finite-Difference (RBF-FD). RBF methods
express functions as a linear combination of spherically
symmetric basis functions on an arbitrary set of nodes.
The Finite-Difference component expresses this combi-
nation over a local set of nodes neighboring the point
where the derivative is sought. The derivative at all
points takes the form of a sparse matrix/vector multi-
plication (SpMV).

In this paper, we consider the case of local stencils
with a fixed number of nodes at each point and encode
the sparse matrix in ELLPACK format. We increase
the number of operations relative to memory bandwidth
by interleaving the calculation of four derivatives of four
different functions, or 16 different derivatives. We demon-
strate a novel implementation on the Intel MIC archi-
tecture, taking into account its advanced swizzling and
channel interchange features. We present benchmarks
on a real data set that show an almost sevenfold in-
crease in speed compared to efficient implementations
of a single derivative, reaching a performance of almost
140 Gflop/s in single precision. We explain the results
through consideration of operation count versus mem-
ory bandwidth.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

F.2 [Analysis of Algorithms and Problem Com-
plexity]: Numerical Algorithms and Problems
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1. INTRODUCTION
The multiplication of a sparse matrix by a dense vec-

tor (SpMV) is an important kernel in many applied
fields such as fluid dynamics [3], recommendation sys-
tems [4] and graph drawing [12]). Naturally, improving
the performance of SpMV has captured the interest of
many researchers; including the development of various
implementations for CPUs [5, 28] and GPUs [2, 13, 26,
15]. The main challenge to obtain good performance
for matrix vector multiplication in general, and sparse
matrix vector multiplication in particular, is the low ra-
tio of floating point operations to memory bandwidth.
When the matrix is not dense, the problem is exacer-
bated due to non-uniform access patterns.

Common improvement techniques such as bandwidth
reduction (matrix reordering [9]), register blocking, par-
titioning to fit in cache or TLB [18, 22, 23], unrolling [17]
have impacts that are very dependent on the matrix
and overall do not lead to dramatic improvement. (The
state-of-the-art techniques in OSKI [27] provide some
useful yet limited improvements). Register blocking [23]
does not work well to many of the matrices in general
use (although it can be applied with virtually no over-
head thanks to compressed representations [6].) Indeed,
there are about 8 bytes of the matrix to transfer from
memory per nonzero in single precision; each nonzero
requires two floating point operations leading to a flop-
to-byte ratio of at most 1

4
. This limits the obtained per-

formance to at most a quarter of the bandwidth of the
architecture, wasting a lot of potentially useful cycles.
The commonly used techniques are mostly designed to
reach that bound rather than overcome it.

Fortunately that fate is not inevitable. One solution
would be to schedule a more instruction-intensive kernel
simultaneously with the execution of SpMV, relying on
some hardware threading capabilities, such as Hyper-



Threading, to reduce the cycle wastage. However, most
of the applications that use SpMV do not typically have
an instruction-intensive kernel to run simultaneously.

Another solution, pursued in this paper, is to compute
multiple SpMVs using matrices with identical spasity
patterns, but with different matrix elements. Obviously
not all the applications have such a property. However,
important classes of applications such as graph recom-
mendation [14], and the computation of derivatives for
solving systems of PDEs using Radial Basis Function-
generated Finite Differences (RBF-FD) [10] fall into the
category of applications that require multiple SpMVs
simultaneously. RBF-FD is a meshless method, which
easily handles irregular geometries and local refinement
with algorithmic complexity independent of dimension-
ality, and which can produce high-order derivative ap-
proximations. These methods are rapidly gaining ground
in science and engineering modeling communities [1, 7,
11, 10, 21]. As a result, it is of interest to develop an
efficient implementation on novel computer platforms
for the calculation of derivatives within the context of
RBF-FD; derivative calculations that account for the
bulk of computer resources when running a numerical
simulation implemented with RBF-FD. Typical equa-
tions solved by RBF-FD depend on multiple derivatives
of multiple functions. Rather than compute each deriva-
tive individually, this paper investigates how to compute
all derivatives simultaneously in an interleaved fashion.
Specifically, we calculate four different derivatives (cor-
responding to four different sparse matrices with identi-
cal sparsity pattern) of four different functions (a com-
mon scenario in 3D fluid dynamics modeling) for a total
of 16 derivatives.

To perform our analysis, we focus our attention on the
improvement that can be achieved on the Intel Xeon Phi
processor. It follows the Many Integrated Core (MIC)
architecture, which has a significant memory bandwidth
and peak flop throughput thanks to its 512-bit large
SIMD registers. The Xeon Phi processor has been shown
to be promising for sparse linear algebra compared to
more classical CPU or GPU architectures [19, 16, 8].
In Section 2, we introduce and further motivate the

RBF-FD method, giving an example of how calculating
the derivatives for a common system of PDEs in fluid
dynamics can be expressed as sixteen multiplications
of four vectors by four sparse matrices with identical
sparsity patterns.

Section 3 presents an estimation of the instruction in-
tensity of various forms of the computations. We show
that a sevenfold improvement can be expected when
computing the sixteen multiplications simultaneously to
reach a total of about 210 Gflop/s. This performance
represents approximately 10% of the available flop/s of
a Xeon Phi coprocessor. Provided the computation is
mostly irregular, it is necessary to have an implementa-
tion that organizes the data in such a way it can per-
form a fully efficient Fused Multiply-Add every 10 cy-
cles. We describe in Section 4 the details of the MIC
architecture and how to use specialized load, store, swiz-
zle and permutation instructions to efficiently bring the
data from memory into the vector registers to be pro-

cessed. Section 5 presents results on memory access and
computational speed and their relation to choices made
in the SpMV kernels. It also provides the actual per-
formance of the various kernels on multiple classes of
matrices, some generated for purpose of analysis, and
some extracted from an application of RBF-FD. A per-
formance of 135 Gflop/s in single precision is achieved
using RBF-FD differentiation matrices, which is 3.75
times better than the theoretical peak performance of
an SpMV operation. Concluding remarks and perspec-
tives are provided in Section 6.

2. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

FOR RBF-FD
RBFs approximate a function f(x) ∈ R

d sampled at
N distinct node locations by linearly combining trans-
lates of a single radially symmetric function, e.g. φ(r) =

e−ε2r2 , where r = ‖x − xi‖ denotes the Euclidean dis-
tance between where the function f(x) is evaluated, x,
and where the RBF, φ, is centered xi. The parameter ε
controls the shape of the RBF. Note that the argument
of an RBF is simply a scalar distance, r, independent of
any coordinate system or dimension. As a result, nodes
can be scattered as desired across complex physical do-
mains with the implementation of the method being in-
dependent of dimensionality. Thus, no mesh generation
is needed and algorithmic complexity does not increase
with dimension.

To obtain a RBF derivative approximation at a node
location that will result in a sparse differentiation ma-
trix (DM), the RBF-FD method has been developed
over the last decade [24, 25, 20, 29]. RBF-FD is con-
ceptually similar to standard finite differences (FD).
However, the differentiation weights for approximating
a derivative at a given node (forming one row of the
RBF-FD derivative matrix (DM)) enforce that the lin-
ear combination of function values at the n << N near-
est node locations (a stencil) be exact for RBFs centered
at each of the n nodes rather than polynomials. The re-
sult is a sparse matrix with only n entries in each of its
N rows, resulting in a total of nN nonzero entries. An
example stencil is shown in Figure 1.

Due to the above attributes and its simplicity of im-
plementation, the RBF-FD is gaining popularity in mod-
eling systems of PDEs in a variety of fields in fluid dy-
namics (e.g., geosciences, combustion, aerodynamics [1,
7, 11, 10, 21]). For example, the full shallow water equa-
tions in a 3D Cartesian coordinate system for a rotating
fluid are as follows:
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where f is the Coriolis force, {u, v, w} are the compo-
nents of the velocity vector in the respective {x, y, z} di-
rections, and h is the geopotential height (analogous to



Figure 1: An example of an RBF-FD stencil of
size n = 32 on a sphere of N = 1024 nodes to
approximate any derivative operator at the point
in the square. In nonsparse format, the DM is
1024× 1024 with 32 nonzero entries per row.

pressure). Thus, we have four variables {u, v, w, h} and
three DMs, Dx, Dy, Dz representing ∂x, ∂y, ∂z, respec-
tively. Moreover, in order to stably time step the equa-
tions with an explicit time-stepping scheme, most nu-
merical methods (including RBF-FD) require a fourth
operator, hyperviscosity, to be added to each equation.
Hyperviscosity takes the form of △p (△ denotes the
Laplacian operator), where p ≥ 3, which is approxi-
mated by the matrix Dhyp. Therefore, in order to solve
this system of PDEs, the application of 4 DM to 4 un-
knowns, i.e. 16 SpMV is required at every time step.
Due to the fact that RBFs are independent of a co-
ordinate system, taking into account only distances to
nearest neighbors, the DMs have the following proper-
ties:

• For a given n, regardless of the operator approx-
imated, e.g., ∂x, or the Laplacian, RBF-FD DMs
will have the same number of nonzeros per row.

• For a given n and N , regardless of the operator
approximated, the DMs will have the same spar-
sity pattern. Examples of an RBF-FD DM can be
seen in Figures 8d-e.

Multiple variables transform a SpMV into a SpMM
(Sparse Matrix/dense Matrix multiplication), which im-
proves register utilization and decreases cache misses
by vectorizing over the multiple source vectors. Fur-
thermore, due to the properties just mentioned, mul-
tiple derivatives of a single function can be calculated
rather than computing a single derivative of multiple
functions. Using the PDE system above as an exam-
ple, the block structure of the SpMM for computing all
derivatives needed is
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(1)
where {u, v, w, h} are the functions values at all nodes of
the corresponding variables with the left hand side being
the resulting derivative approximations. The increased
memory bandwidth due to an increase in the number
of derivative matrices is offset by improved cache uti-
lization, leading to an overall performance benefit. In

practice however, the number of vectors whose deriva-
tives are required is limited, capping the performance of
the matrix/vector multiplication. Similarly, the number
of different derivatives in a particular computation is fi-
nite. It is for this reason that we seek to combine the
benefits of multiple vectors and multiple matrices si-
multaneously. We limit this initial study to four vectors
and four matrices, which is a common number found in
fluid dynamic calculations. Equation 1 is of the form
Y = AX, where Y encodes the x, y, z discrete deriva-
tives (and hyperviscosity operator) of u, v, w, h, X en-
codes the variables (u, v, w, h) and A represents the 16
discrete differentiation operators.

We also note that the DMs are time-independent.
They are computed once at the beginning of the simula-
tion and used repeatedly to update the solution in time
(for each iteration of the simulation). Thus, the cost to
calculate the derivatives, although high (on the order of
1000 SpMVs), is amortized by the very long numerical
simulations. The startup cost is eliminated when per-
forming parameter studies on a given node distribution.
Furthermore, the computation of the derivative matri-
ces are done serially, but are trivially parallelizable.

3. MODELING THE

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS
We saw in the previous section that one can express

the RBF problem as a multiplication of four matrices
by four vectors. We present here an estimation of the
variation on the flop intensity of the computation and its
impact on the expected performance of the application.
Relevant notation are given in Figure 2.

bi number of bytes per index
bx number of bytes per value
nz number of nonzeros per row of A
nr number of column/rows of A
nc total number of nonzeros
nv number of x vectors
nm number of matrices
sM size of the nm matrices in bytes
sx size of the nv x vectors in bytes
sy size of the nvnm y vectors in bytes
cl size of a cache line in bytes
bwT number of bytes written to memory
brT minimum number of bytes read from memory
bT minimum number of bytes transferred
BrT maximum number of bytes read from memory
BT maximum number of bytes transferred
O number of floating point operations
Ib maximum computational intensity
Iw minimum computational intensity

Figure 2: Notation relative to the application
problem (upper section) and to the benchmarks
(lower section.)

Each vector in the problem is of dimension nr and
each entry takes bx bytes. There are nv x vectors and
nvnm y vectors, which lead to the size of the x and y

vectors:

sx = nvbxnr, sy = nvnmbxnr

The matrix is composed of nr rows and columns with



nz nonzeros per row leading to a total of

nc = nrnz

nonzero entries in the matrix. Each of these nonzero
entries has one index of size bi and nm values of size bx.
The matrices have a total size of

sM = nc(bi + bxnm) = nrnz(bi + bxnm)

If we assume an algorithm where the rows are pro-
cessed one after the other, the amount of memory writ-
ten is precisely the size of the y vector. (This assumption
removes the possibility of blocking or cache partitioning
techniques.)

bwT = sy = nvnmbxnr

The amount of data read from memory depends highly
on both the algorithm’s execution path, and on how the
matrix is structured. But in the best case both the ma-
trix A and the source vector x are read once from the
main memory. (We assume that all the elements of x
are involved in the SpMV.) Thus,

brT = sM + sx = nrnz(bi + bxnm) + nvbxnr

bT = brT + bwT = nrnz(bi + bxnm) + nvbxnr(1 + nm)

Notice that there is no reason for a piece of the ma-
trix to be read multiple times. But assuming that each
element of the x vector is read a single time is a strong
assumption. If using a single core, it assumes that ei-
ther the cache of the architecture can store the full x
vector or that the matrix is sufficiently well structured
to cause no cache trashing. If using multiple cores, this
assumes that no element of the x vectors will be used
by multiple cores. [19] showed that there is very little
cache trashing in practice; however having elements of
the vectors used by multiple cores can have a significant
impact on the performance (growing with nv).

On the other hand, in the worst case, every time the
x vector is accessed, the value needs to be transferred
from memory again. So in total, there are as many
transfers as the number of nonzeros in the matrix. Note
however that most architectures cannot read memory a
single byte at a time. Instead, a minimum number of
bytes, equal to the size of a cacheline cl, are transferred
at once. When there are multiple vectors, each nonzero
element uses nv consecutive entries. In the worst case,
the number of bytes read and transferred is

BrT = sM + nccl

⌈

nvbx

cl

⌉

BT = nvnmbxnr + nrnz

(

bi + bxnm + cl

⌈

nvbx

cl

⌉)

In SpMV, each nonzero of the matrix requires two
floating point operations: one for performing the multi-
plication and one for accumulating the result row-wise.
Here we are dealing with nvnm simultaneous SpMVs
and the number of floating point operations is

O = 2nvnmnc = 2nvnmnznr

The computation intensity is the amount of floating
point operations performed per byte transferred. In the
worst case and in the best case, we have

Ib =
O

bT
=

2nvnm

(bi + bxnm) + nvnmbxn
−1
z + nvbxn

−1
z

Iw =
O

BT

=
2nvnm

(bi + bxnm) + nvnmbxn
−1
z + cl

⌈

nvbx
cl

⌉

Figure 3 presents the flop to byte ratios for single pre-
cision computation in the best and the worst case on a
classical cache-based architecture (cl = 64) and assum-
ing cl = 1. We can easily see the potential improve-
ment in the computational intensity when the number
of matrices or vectors increases. There is a significant
difference between the best and the worst case: there
is a eightfold difference in the one matrix – one vec-
tor (nm = nv = 1) case but that gap closes with the
increase in the number of vectors and matrices to a
fourfold difference in the four matrices and four vectors
(nm = nv = 4) case and 1.6 fold in the nm = nv = 16
case. The ratios computed with cl = 1 are mostly simi-
lar to the one with cl = 64 when the number of vectors
is large. But the differences are important when the
number of vectors is low: this highlights that accessing
the memory with a granularity of one cache line is a
main problem faced when performing a standard SpMV
computation.

Figure 4 shows how these ratios translate into actual
performance. This figure provides projected best and
worst Gflop/s achievable assuming the computation is
memory-bound and the architecture reaches 150 GB/s.
Notice that [19] showed a higher peak bandwidth, but
we will show in Section 5 why 150 GB/s is a better
estimate of what one might achieve in these kernels.
In single precision, the worse that one could achieve by
using four vectors and four matrices is much higher than
the best achievable using a classical SpMV computation.
The best performance reachable is 210 Gflop/s: almost
six times higher than the peak of the classical SpMV
case.

4. EFFICIENT IMPLEMENTATION ON

THE INTEL XEON PHI PROCESSOR

4.1 Intel Xeon Phi
In this work, we use an Intel Xeon Phi 5110P copro-

cessor. This card has 8 memory controllers that can
each execute 5 billion transactions per second. Each
has two 32-bit channels, achieving a total bandwidth of
320 GB/s aggregated across all the memory controllers.
There are 60 cores clocked at 1.05 GHz. Their memory
interfaces are 32-bit wide with two channels and the to-
tal bandwidth is 8.4 GB/s per core. Thus, the cores
should be able to consume 504 GB/s at most. However,
the bandwidth between the cores and the memory con-
trollers is limited by the ring network that connects the
cores and the memory controller. Its precise bandwidth
is believed to be between 200 GB/s and 250 GB/s.

Each core in the architecture has a 32 kB L1 data
cache, a 32 kB L1 instruction cache, and a 512 kB L2





const __m512i offsets = _mm512_set4_epi32(3,2,1,0);

const __m512i four = _mm512_set4_epi32(4,4,4,4);

int int_mask = 0x1111;

__mmask16 mask = _mm512_int2mask(int_mask);

#pragma omp parallel for

for (int r=0; r < nb_rows; r++) {

__m512 accu = _mm512_setzero_ps();

for (int n=0; n < nz; n+=4) {

float* a = &dom.col_id[0]+n+nz*r;

__m512i vect_i = _mm512_setzero_ps();

vect_i = _mm512_mask_loadunpacklo_ps(vect_i, mask, a);

vect_i = _mm512_mask_loadunpackhi_ps(vect_i, mask, a);

vect_i = _mm512_swizzle_ps(vect_i, _MM_SWIZ_REG_AAAA);

vect_i = _mm512_fmadd_epi32(vect_i, four, offsets);

all_vect = _mm512_i32gather_ps(vect_i, dom.vec_vt, scale);

mat_ent = _mm512_load_ps(dom.data + nb_mat*(n + r*nz));

//perform first tensor multiplication with AAAA pattern

vect = permute(all_vect, _MM_PERM_AAAA);

mat = _mm512_swizzle_ps(mat_ent, _MM_SWIZ_REG_AAAA);

accu = _mm512_fmadd_ps(vect, mat, accu);

//three more times with BBBB, CCCC, and DDDD patterns

}

_mm512_storenrngo_ps(dom.result_vt+nb_mat*nb_vec*r, accu);

(a) Source code

I
II

III

IV

V
VI

VII

VIII

IX
X
XI

(b) Content of the vector registers.

Figure 5: Code snippet of the multiplication of 4 vectors with 4 matrices. When a line changes
the content of a vector register its new content is shown on the right. The effects of swizzling and
permutations are highlighted using a color code.

of the content of the registers. (We will show in Sec-
tion 5 that an implementation that relies on compiler
vectorization does not lead to desirable performance,
which confirms the results of [19].) The registers in the
MIC architecture are 512 bits wide and can store 16
floats or integers. (In comparison to OpenCL or CUDA,
one can think of these registers as a warp.) The end goal
is to load and format the nonzero values A1

h, A
2

h, A
3

h, A
4

h

and the vector entries x1

m, x2

m, x3

m, x4

m into two vector
registers and apply Fused Multiply-Add on them, which
is depicted in the accu line of Figure 5. Bringing the
data into the vector register as shown in the figure is the
difficult component of our proposed algorithm, which we
proceed to explain further. A thread will perform the
multiplications one row at a time, and parallelism is
achieved by giving blocks of rows to each thread using
an OpenMP construct.

The core of the technique is to load the maximum
amount of data into large the registers and format the
data for processing within these registers, minimizing
the amount of interaction with memory. The Intel MIC
is more for these operations than classical CPUs be-
cause it features larger vector registers and more elab-
orate vector reorganization instructions, such as swiz-
zling, permutations and broadcasts. (The AVX instruc-
tion sets on classical CPUs are more primitive in that
aspect.) A vector of 512 bits is composed of four lanes
(sometimes called channels) of 128 bits, which are made
of four segments of 32 bits. A swizzling operation allows
the reorder of the elements within each lane (see how mat

is extracted from mat_ent in Figure 5 line VIII to X).
On the other hand, a permutation reorders entire lanes,
without changing their contents (see for instance how

vect is generated from all_vect in Figure 5 line VII to
IX). Both permutation and swizzling support common
reordering and broadcast. In the code, the “permute”
function needs to use the _mm512_permute4f128_epi32

instruction which is only defined on integers and there-
fore in place typecasts are necessary to convert a vector
to and from integer type. (Note that we prefer swiz-
zling to permutation if possible because we believe it is
cheaper. Many instructions have swizzling capability,
while permutation is its own instruction.)

Every operation that loads data from memory into
a register transfers 512 bits, or 16 floats at a time. A
single nonzero in the matrix will cause 16 operations
to be performed, but it only uses four floats from the
matrix and four floats from the x vector. So we would
like to execute a single instruction to load the data for
four nonzeros in the matrix, and another instruction to
load the data for four nonzeros from the vectors. (The
number of nonzeros on a row in our application is always
a multiple of four; if it weren’t, we would add some
explicit zeros in the data structure for padding.)

The values from the nonzero elements in the matrix
are the simplest to load. One can load the 16 floating
point values for four nonzeros of the matrix at once.
The four floats coming from each matrix are naturally
grouped within each lane of the SIMD register. One can
use a swizzle operation to broadcast the four elements of
a single matrix to fill the whole register. (The broadcast
of A1

h, A
2

h, A
3

h, A
4

h is shown in Figure 5.)
Loading the entries from the x vector is more involved.

First, the column pointers of four different nonzeros are
loaded into a vector register and the values are dis-
tributed one per lane of the vector register using an
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Figure 6: Bandwidth performance under ide-
alized conditions. Entries with ”cpp” (trian-
gles) denote cases where vectorization is com-
piler generated.

unpack operation in line IV1 (The column pointers are
named j, k, l,m in Figure 5.) They are replicated so
that each value fills a single vector lane using a swizzle
operation (in line V). Then each value is multiplied by
four (because nv = 4) and the offset vector (3, 2, 1, 0)
is added to each lane to obtain the correct index of the
elements of the x vector within each lane using a Fused
Multiply-Add operation in line VI. A gather operation
is then performed in line VII to bring the 16 entries of
the x vector into the SIMD register. At this point we
have a register where each lane is the four vector entries
for a nonzero element. Using a broadcast permutation,
one can replicate an entry of the four vectors across
each lane. (The broadcast of x1

m, x2

m, x3

m, x4

m is shown
in Figure 5 in line IX.)

Now thatA1

h, A
2

h, A
3

h, A
4

h and x1

m, x2

m, x3

m, x4

m are prop-
erly laid out in the vectors, a partial value for yi can be
computed in line XI. Once all the nonzeros of the row
have been processed, the exact yi value can be sent to
memory using a the ”No Read No Global Order” hint to
optimize write traffic on the memory bus.

The model of Section 3 establishes that the memory
transfer caps the computation at 210 GFlop/s, which is
10% of the peak single precision of the architecture. To
reach this value, the cores need to execute one ”useful”
Fused Multiply-Add operation every ten cycles. The
inner loop of the kernel spends 7 vector instructions to
layout the data and then 3 per tensor product for a total
of 12 vector instructions. Most of these instruction have
a one cycle throughput cost except the gather operations
which might need to perform up to 16 memory accesses.
There are also some scalar operations but there are few
of them and are executed on a different pipeline than
the vector operations. Overall, the inner loop can emit
the 4 Fused Multiply-Add in less than 40 cycles.

5. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

1Notice that there are two calls to unpack for the LSB
and MSB. Both are mandatory even if one is known to
be nilpotent according the documentation of the hard-
ware.
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Figure 7: Performance of gather and unpack op-
erations.

In this section, we describe a series of numerical exper-
iments to confirm the performance predictions of Sec-
tion 3. To better understand our results, we first per-
form some bandwidth measurements, followed by the
actual SpMV computations. All the codes are compiled
with the Intel C Compiler version 13 and -O3 optimiza-
tion. The codes use the IMCI instructions exposed by
the compiler through intrinsics.

5.1 Bandwidth
Figure 6 shows a benchmark that computes the band-

width achieved when reading and/or writing large ar-
rays on the MIC card. The read benchmark performs a
simple sum of the array. The write benchmark sets all
the elemnts of the array to zero, while the read/write
benchmarks copies the array into another one. We also
investigate the difference between a straight C++ im-
plementation (compiled with -O3 with proper tagging
to inform the compiler of memory alignments) and an
implementation with explicit use of the vector registers.

The read_cpp implementation reaches a performance
of 168 GB/s which is better than the read implementa-
tion which only achieves 145 GB/s. This is explained by
the compiler adding loop unrolling and software prefetch-
ing in the assembly code in the read_cpp case, which is
not added in the read case. On the other hand, the
write case reaches a performance of 158 GB/s while
the write_cpp implementation never exceeds 58 GB/s.
This difference is the result of _mm512_store_nrngo_ps,
an instruction, which bypasses the ”Read For Owner-
ship” protocol and allows the writes to be performed
in any order. The compiler can not use this instruc-
tion on its own because this would break the mem-
ory convention useful for some parallel algorithms. The
read/write benchmark performs at 140 GB/s while the
read/write_cpp benchmark performs at about 90 GB/s.

Note that SpMV kernels are not likely to use only sim-
ple read and simple writes. We also benchmark the per-
formance we can achieve using gather and unpack op-
erations and we present the results in Figure 7. The un-
pack instruction can reach a performance of 140 GB/s.
(There is no easy way to implement the equivalent of
the unpack operation without using explicit registers.)
The performance of the gather operations depends in



which order the array is read. If the indices are ordered
(compact) then a performance of 140 GB/s is reached. If
the indices are completely randomized, the performance
drops below 5 GB/s. We can see that implementing the
indirection mechanism without vector instructions low-
ers the performance significantly. (In the compact case,
it never surpasses 100 GB/s and is close to 50 GB/s
most of the time.)

To summarize, using vector instructions appears nec-
essary in order to reach the highest bandwidth on the
MIC architecture. For the instructions used in a typical
SpMV computation, one can expect a bandwidth be-
tween 140 GB/s to 160 GB/s. That is why we use in our
estimations a best achievable bandwidth of 150 GB/s
despite the fact that a code carefully crafted to maxi-
mize bandwidth can reach higher values [19].

5.2 Instances
The different matrices used to perform our experi-

ments and analysis are presented in Figure 8. The Su-

percompact matrices (Figure 8(a)) have been generated
to only have nonzero elements in the first 32 columns of
the matrix. As a result, only 32 values of x are read from
memory, and the expense associated with cache misses
is removed from consideration. The cost associated with
A remains. The Compact matrices (Figure 8(b)) are gen-
erated to have 32 nonzeros per row centered around the
diagonal and it represents the ideal case for many ap-
plications that rely on sparse matrix vector multipli-
cation. The nonzero elements of the Random matrices
(Figure 8(c)) see their nonzero elements randomly (uni-
formly) distributed in the matrix; they represent the
worst case scenario for a cache-based architecture where
the cache reutilisation is the lowest from one row to the
next. The other type of matrix is used in derivative
stencils in 3D RBF-FD calculations (Figure 8(d) shows
a 32-point stencil of a 3D 83 grid).
We also apply a Reverse Cuthill-Mckee reordering to

all the matrices. This ordering technique aims to reduce
the distance between the nonzeros and the diagonal,
hopefully increasing the cache hit ratio. The reordered
version of the matrix can be seen in Figure 8(e).

5.3 Computations
We now investigate the actual performance that we

can obtain when multiplying four vectors by four ma-
trices in single precision. Figure 9 presents results for
different types of matrices and also shows the minimum
and maximum performance predicted in Section 3. Fig-
ure 9(a) gives the results for the supercompact and ran-

dom matrices that represent both the best and the worst
case for such a practical computation. The supercom-

pact case peaks at 208 Gflop/s which is very close to
the predicted peak performance of 213 Gflop/s. Con-
versely the performance of the random case decreases to
56 Gflop/s which is close to the lowest predicted perfor-
mance of 55 Gflop/s. One can see that RCM ordering
helps the random case but the impact decreases when
the size of the matrix increases.

Figure 9(b) gives the results on the compact case,
which represents the best realistic matrix one could find
with very structured grids and a RBF derivative matrix

extracted from a real 3D application. In the compact

case, the performance can be as high as 195 Gflop/s,
which is within 15% of the predicted peak performance.
The performance of the RBF case varies between 100
and 140 Gflop/s. Most of the time, the RCM order-
ing provides an improvement which can be as high as
30 Gflop/s.

We finally investigate the central questions of this pa-
per. Do we gain actual performance by transforming
classical SpMV computation into the multiplication of
four vectors by four matrices for the computation of
the derivative of RBFs? Does using manual vectoriza-
tion improve actual application performance? Figure 10
compares the performance achieved by a classical SpMV
and by the multiplication of four vectors by four ma-
trices using either standard C++ code and our opti-
mized implementation. The classical SpMV computa-
tion reaches 14 Gflop/s. The standard C++ implemen-
tation reaches a performance of 38 Gflop/s while our
optimized implementation almost reaches 140 Gflop/s.
Notice that RCM ordering has no impact in the stan-
dard C++ implementation while it provides a signifi-
cant improvement in our manually vectorized version.
Thus, the C++ implementation is likely instruction-
bound while our manually vectorized implementation
is most likely memory-bound.

The main idea of this paper, computing 16 deriva-
tives at a time, can be applied on different architectures
such as multiprocessor multicore or GPU. To illustrate
this fact, we conducted similar experiments on Cascade
at the Minnesota Supercomputing Institute using two
Intel Xeon E5 2670 nodes (8 cores, 2 threads and 20
Mbytes of L2 cache per core, with hyperthreading dis-
abled.) The cores support the AVX instruction set.
Both the compiler-generated code and the code writ-
ten with the help of the AVX instruction set reach a
read bandwidth of 85 GB/s. Using cache lines of 512
bits, we find a best/worst speeds of 2.4/20 Gflops/s
and 32/120 Gflops/s, respectively for the 1vec/1mat
and 4vec/4mat cases. Our implementation on Cascade
reaches 45 Gflops for the 4/4 case, or 45/120=37% of
peak theoretical performance on this particular proces-
sor setup. For reference, we achieve 140/210=66% of
peak theoretical performance on the MIC. Note that
peak performance is not that of the processor, but of
the best possible algorithm on the processor. The gain
in the 4/4 case with respect to 4x 1/1 case is 4x on the
MIC and 2.5x on the front end, respectively.

6. CONCLUSION
In the previous sections, we have explored the prac-

tical implementation on an Intel Xeon Phi card of multi-
ple derivative operators acting on multiple vectors within
the context of RBF-FD. Each derivative has an associ-
ated sparse matrix with a fixed number of nonzeros on
each row. While computing a single derivative of mul-
tiple functions is rather common, we accelerate the al-
gorithm further by considering multiple matrices, with
identical sparsity patterns, acting on multiple vectors.
We specialize our study to four matrices and four deriva-
tives, with 16 outputs, computed as a sum of outer prod-
ucts.






